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Preservation Action Plan
This Historical Preservation Plan sets forth recommendations to
improve historic preservation in the following areas:

1) General
Includes organizational and administrative practices, as well as
communication among various Departments, Boards and
Committees with roles and responsibilities related to plan
implementation;

2) Physical Preservation
Includes protecting historic buildings and landscapes to
prevent the loss of  important historic resources and preserve
those resources for the future;

3) Documentation
Includes completing, improving, maintaining and increasing
public access to the Town’s inventory of  historic resources;

4) Regulations
Includes amending and improving Town bylaws, development
regulations, and permitting procedures to facilitate the
protection and restoration of  historic properties during the
development process;

5) Education and Outreach
Includes building partnerships with other organizations,
businesses, entities and individuals with an interest in historic
preservation, and increasing the community’s knowledge of
and access to Hanover’s historical resources.

Each subject area includes specific recommendations for actions
recommended by the Historical Commission for implementation
within ten years. However, the goal of  this Plan is not simply to
identify work that “ought to be done.” Municipal government is
often characterized by chronic resource shortages, both in funding
and personnel, and our research indicates that the Town of  Hanover
faces shortages in both regards. The limited staff  time and funding
dedicated to historical preservation activities on an annual basis
necessitates that the Town’s efforts be carefully prioritized based on a
realistic assessment of  available resources.

Therefore, these recommendations have been crafted with existing
and potential resources in mind with the intent that they be as
realistic and feasible as possible given resource constraints. With that
said, there are opportunities to expand the resources put toward plan
implementation that could either allow work to be done that
otherwise will not be done, and to accelerate the timeframe for plan
implementation for higher priority action items. The Town of
Hanover benefits from the efforts of  many dedicated volunteers,
both those serving on Boards and Committees and those supporting
these initiatives through private activities, and the implementation of
this Plan will both encourage and rely on the involvement of  many
others in the future.
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Description of  Task:  The Historical Commission would benefit from
designating an individual responsible for regularly researching
funding opportunities.  This could be a volunteer or student intern,
or a professional grant writer.  The individual would be informed of
the projects in need of  funding, would perform the necessary
research, and would report any opportunities to those who may be
able to assist with grant applications, documentation etc.

Depending on program design, a grant writer could serve one or
more of  the Historical Commission, Conservation Commission,
Open Space Committee or other boards or organizations within
Town Hall.

Community Preservation Act funds may be used to hire a dedicated
grant-writer to research and pursue grant opportunities in support
of  historical preservation projects, and perhaps to pursue open
space or affordable housing initiatives as well. Due to statutory
constraints prohibiting the use of  CPA funding for staff, such work
would ideally be funded as a contractor or consultant rather than an
employee of  the Town.

Anticipated Benefits: There are numerous resources for funding
historical preservation, planning, and research.  Both public entities,
such as the Historical Commission, and private entities, such as the
Historical Society, may be eligible to apply.  Hanover could benefit
greatly from additional funds and should therefore actively pursue
grant or matching grant opportunities.

A dedicated personnel resource would allow the Town to take full
advantage of  the funding resources available for preservation,

GRANTS/ FUNDING
General

conservation etc., and would allow the Town to maximize the
spending power of  the CPA funds to leverage grants with matching
requirements - or, alternatively, to preserve their availability to
support those activities for which limited outside funding is available.

Projected Cost:
If  a volunteer or intern is identified, this will require investment of
staff  time for program design, start up activities and ongoing
management.

The costs of  hiring a professional grant writer would vary depending
upon whether the individual was performing the work exclusively on
behalf  of  the Historical Commission, in which case a ten hour per
week commitment may be adequate. If  multiple public entities will be
served, including various areas of  policy, a twenty hour per week
position (or more) may be justified.

If  funded on an annual basis, the cost of  a ten-hour per week grant
writer is estimated at $20,000 [calculated at ($40/hr) x (10 hrs/wk) x
50 wks/yr)]. The cost would double if  20 hrs/wk were needed - but
this cost may be funded by non-historical preservation CPA funds if
services are also provided for open space and/or affordable housing
grants. Performance measures should accompany the initial selection
to ensure that the program is substantially revenue positive over time.

Parties Involved with Task:
Historical Commission
Community Preservation Committee
Planning Department

Timeframe for Task Completion: Short-range, and ongoing
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Description of  Task:   Though the Historical Commission currently
has access to and use of  the Historical Society’s computer, it is
recommended that the Town purchase a computer and create a
usable workspace for Historical Commission members and
volunteers. This would enable the Historical Commission to have
regular volunteers, using interns from the public schools or area
colleges, or volunteers from the Town to complete projects on
behalf  of  the Historical Commission.  An additional workstation
could also be located in a public space, such as the library or Town
Hall, to enable the public to access and benefit from the Historical
Commission’s work.

Anticipated Benefits: The majority of  items documenting historical
Hanover (books, maps, catalogues, scrapbooks) is owned by a
private organization, the Historical Society.  While their resources
are important to the Town’s history, and should be preserved
properly, Town funding for their preservation or digitization may
not be the best use of limited public funds because these assets will
remain in private ownership.  One answer to this challenge may be
that in return for public funding, the public would receive greater
access to the documents.  This could be accomplished by having the
documents, photographs, and other resources digitized and made
available at a new computer workstation, and with increased
information on the Town’s website as to how and where the
information can be accessed.

Over many decades, the Historical Society has done a thorough job
of  collecting the history of  early Hanover.  Their work, however, is
not yet a truly public resource due in part to the limited hours for
public access to the 1716 Stetson House and a limited inventory of

their possessions.  One of  the Historical Commission’s primary goals
should be to increase appreciation for the historical resources of
Hanover, and one of  the best ways of  doing this is by informing
residents of the resources’ presence and increasing access to these
resources.

Projected Cost:
Inclusive of  a desktop computer with flat-screen monitor, color
printer, general accessories and desk, chair and lighting, the cost of  a
new workstation is estimated at approximately $1,100.

Parties Involved:
Historical Commission
Historical Society
Public Library (potential)
Town Administrator/Board of  Selectmen

Timeframe for Task Completion: Short-range, upon determination of
appropriate location.

WORKSTATION

General
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General
FUNDING/ FEES

Description of  Task: It is recommended that the Town methodically
assess the current fee schedule for Town services in order to make
sure that they accurately reflect the time and resource expenditures
of  Town employees. As the local population has increased, and
more citizens have occasion to visit Town Hall on a regular basis for
various purposes, demands on limited staff  time have increased.
Public fees should generally be indexed to the actual cost (salary
etc.) of  staff  time necessary to perform that task. Several communi-
ties on the south shore, including Duxbury and Quincy among
others, have recently undertaken careful reviews of  their fee struc-
tures, and found that increases were warranted.

One example of  this issue is the one-time DPW surcharge of  $50
to offset the long-term costs of  maintaining plantings next to
gravestones.  Based on our research, this fee does not appear to
adequately compensate for the hours of  time spent pruning and
caring for the plantings over its lifetime.  Although this particular
instance represents an issue of  seemingly limited relevance, in fact it
provides an example of  the degree to which municipal “general
revenue” is increasingly allocated  - by necessity - to tasks that
benefit a limited constituency.

Careful review of  the fee schedule in the context of  the local
permitting process could result in policy revisions that generate
significant additional revenue on an annual basis, increasing as a
function of  actual demands on municipal staff  time.

Anticipated Benefits: It is expected that when fees are more accurately
indexed to the public cost of  the services they provide, the operat-
ing budgets of  these departments may be better able to support

preservation activities.  With the example of  the cemeteries listed
above, DPW cemetery staff  currently spends the substantial major-
ity of  their time maintaining the landscaping at the Town’s three
cemeteries, with practically no time available for repairs of  damaged
or deteriorating historical headstones, resetting, etc.  While it is
unlikely that increased fees will do anything to reduce the demands
on their time, they may help to defer the cost of  hiring additional
staff  or an outside preservation consultant to complete this work.

Projected Cost:
Staff  time necessary for fee audit, including review of  average actual
personnel time per various task. Staff  time necessary to prepare
policy revisions for review and approval. Fee schedules can often be
revised as a matter of  policy relative to a particular Board or Com-
mission so, while this would require a public hearing, it would not be
expected to require action by Town Meeting.

Parties Involved:
Several Departments would stand to benefit from a methodical
review and update of  service fees. To ensure policy consistency and
fairness across municipal Departments, this task may benefit from
leadership by the Town Administrator.

Timeframe for Task Completion: Mid-range. While this is an important
step and can be expected to generate limited additional revenues on
an ongoing basis, it will be time intensive to complete and is a lower
priority relative to others included in this Plan.
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Physical Preservation

The maintenance and preservation of  historic
structures, landscapes, and objects with the
aim of  forestalling and preventing the loss of
these resources, and preserving them for
future generations.

Recommendations in this section include:

--- Comprehensive mapping of  cemeteries

--- Repair of  headstones(as detailed on pages 40-42)

--- Resetting of  headstones  (as detailed on pages 40-42)

--- Cleaning of  headstones (as detailed on pages 40-42)

--- Repair of  tomb doors (as detailed in the Union Cemetery and
the Hanover Center Cemetery preservation plans)

---Control of  erosion (as detailed in the Union Cemetery and the
Hanover Center Cemetery preservation plans)

--- Acid-free enclosures and flat drop-front boxes for photo-
graphs

--- Map drawers or improved rolled storage for oversized paper
documents

--- Improved storage methods for old books

--- White gloves for researchers wishing to review above material.

--- Cleaning, appraisal and protection for historical furnishings

--- Archaeological resource mapping

--- Preservation of  North River Bridge
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Completing, maintaining, improving and
improving public access to the Town’s inventory
of  historical resources.

Recommendations in this section include:

 --Improving, completing, and maintaining the inventory of
historic resources.
-- Recommendations for Potential Historic Districts.
-- Recording the oral histories of  long-time residents.

Documentation
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Map: Historic Buildings in Hanover
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Real estate development represents perhaps the single greatest
threat to the preservation of  Hanover’s historical resources. Leaving
aside natural calamities such as floods and fires, development can be
expected to be the single most powerful dynamic of  physical
change in the Town of  Hanover. With that said, our nation’s legal
foundation of  property rights combined with the economic forces
at work in the region all but guarantees that new development will
continue. It is the intent and the responsibility of  public entities
with regulatory authority to guide that development in ways that
enhance rather than threaten the Town’s historical resources.

In Fiscal Year 2006 alone, the Building Inspector reported permits
issued for new commercial and residential development valued at
over $13 million in the Town of  Hanover. This includes new
construction, but does not include additions, renovations and other
improvements to existing buildings. This new growth, primarily
comprised of  the assessed values of  new real estate development,
typically far exceeds public capital investments in any given year, and
often represents the most substantial capital investment in the
Town on an ongoing basis. It is therefore in the interest of  the
Town to establish rules and regulations that channel that investment
in ways that both acknowledge, respect and, to the extent feasible,
restore and maximize the public value associated with historical
resources.

This regulatory approach, as it relates to historical resources, can
best be achieved through a combination of  strategies:

1) Identifying historical resources in public documents, and
supported by substantial research, to enhance their legal
standing as protected assets;

Regulation and Policy

2) Regulating, and in some cases prohibiting, actions that affect
identified historical resources; and

3) Identifying incentives, whether financial or regulatory, to
increase the benefits to landowners and developers to put
their private assets toward historical resource preservation in
a way that, ideally, also advances their own interests.

The framework for land use and development regulation in the
Town of  Hanover includes several different documents, each with
its own legal authority and limitations.

This section begins with two summary tables of  existing land use
regulation documents in Hanover, with a focus on those elements
of  existing regulation that relate to historical and/or archaeological
preservation. This section is followed by Recommended Actions to
enhance regulatory protections for identified and potential historical
or archaeological resources, broken down as follows:

→ Regulations for potential amendment
→ New regulations for potential adoption
→ Other policies to support historical preservation
→ Non-regulatory actions to support historical preservation

In 2006, the Massachusetts Historical Commission published a
valuable resource entitled Preservation Through Bylaws and Ordinances:
Tools and Techniques for Preservation Used by Communities in Massachusetts.
Although it is currently in the process of  being updated by the
MHC, this publication is the most comprehensive resource available
that relates specifically to the historic preservation regulatory
options available to communities in Massachusetts.

Introduction
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Regulation and Policy: Recommended Actions

This section offers Recommended Actions to enhance regulatory
protections for identified and potential historical or archaeological
resources, broken down as follows:

→ Regulations for potential amendment
→ New regulations for potential adoption
→ Other policies to support historical preservation
→ Non-regulatory actions to support historical preservation

In the course of  preparing this plan, many potential regulatory
amendments or enhancements were reviewed for their applicability
in Hanover. The recommendations included in this section highlight
those actions that were determined to be most relevant, both within
the context of  historical preservation and the Town’s broader
planning objectives.

REGULATIONS FOR POTENTIAL AMENDMENT
~ Revise Village Planned Unit Development bylaw (Sec. 6.11.0) to
enhance quality of  open space resulting from development. The
calculation of  required open space within the current VPUD bylaw
allows for inclusion of  wetlands, floodplains and landscaped areas.
This is unlikely to result in substantial land protection that would
not otherwise have occurred due to wetlands protection regulations.
In order to ensure protection of land that is not otherwise
protected, he Town should amend the VPUD bylaw to exclude land
that is protected by wetlands regulations from the calculation of
required open space. In order to preserve the viability of  the bylaw,
this amendment may be accompanied by a reduction in the required
percentage of  open space.

~ Revise Retreat Lot bylaw (Zoning Sec. 6.030) to require that
frontage land remaining upon development is protected as open
space through permanent conservation restriction or thirty year
deed restriction. Although the bylaw requires that the frontage land
be left undeveloped, the legal protections for such land will be
uncertain in the absence of  a recorded deed restriction.

~  Adopt Scenic Roads Bylaw to formalize application and review
process. The existing review process for work within the layout of  a
designated Scenic Road is conducted by the Planning Board and
often includes consultation with the Tree Warden. However, the
Town has not adopted regulations nor created a standardized
application form for this permitting process. We recommend
formalizing the process somewhat in order to improve the
predictability of  the process for applicants and the general public.
This could also be useful in ensuring that other municipal
departments are aware of  the Scenic Roads Act and the local streets
that are entitled to its protections. Within these regulations, we
recommend that the Town authorize the imposition of  fines for
unauthorized work within a Scenic Road layout. Since the maximum
allowable fine is limited to $300, which is only a minor deterrent, the
policy could be drafted such that each day of  non-compliance is
counted as a different violation to ensure that the potential fine
serves as a substantial disincentive to non-compliance.
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Regulation and Policy: Recommended Actions

~ The Demolition Delay bylaw applies to all “Significant Buildings,”
defined in the bylaw as follows:

“Significant Building - A building determined by the
Commission or its designee to be significant based on any of
the following criteria:
- The Building is listed on the National Register of  Historic

Places or is eligible for listing.
- The Building is importantly associated with one or more

historic persons or events, or with the broad architectural,
cultural, political, economic or social history of  the Town or
Commonwealth.

- The Building is historically or architecturally important (in
terms of  period, style, method of  building construction or
association with a recognized architect or builder) either by
itself  or in the context of  a group of  buildings.”

We recommend amending the General Bylaw Sec.6-26 entitled
Preservation of  Historically Significant Buildings (also referred to as
the “Demolition Delay” bylaw) to reference the historical resources
inventory included in Appendix A. This amendment would clarify
which buildings are subject to the bylaw, and may improve
compliance with its provisions. In order to preserve the regulatory
authority of the Historical Commission, the amendment could
include language to allow for application of  the bylaw to buildings
not included on the inventory. It is also recommended that barns
and outbuildings are included for protection, since their loss may in
some instances erode the historical character of  a property or
neighborhood.

~ Revise the Sign Bylaw to improve regulation of  signage for
commercial properties. The existing built environment along
substantial lengths of  Route 53, a major thoroughfare in Hanover,
does not reflect the visual quality and character of  the Town’s
historical buildings. Commercial “strip” development, parking lots
located adjacent to the roadway with little if  any screening, large or
gaudy signage and light pollution from exterior lighting represent
existing departures from the Town’s historical design strengths. New
commercial development on the Route 53 corridor is both
inevitable due to zoning allowances and market forces, but it is also
desirable to sustain the Town’s tax base and services, and in fact is
central to the Town’s economic development objectives. However,
the Town recognizes that improved regulation of  the scale, site
design and architectural quality of  this new development will be
necessary to ensure that new development along the corridor
embodies what is great about Hanover’s built environment, rather
than those aspects of  the corridor today that lack aesthetic care and
attention to detail. Revisions of  the Sign Bylaw should consider
both reducing the size of  allowable signage (current standard is
lesser of  250 sf  or 10% of  the area of  the wall or façade upon
which it’s located), and potential regulation of  signage design and
method of  lighting.
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Regulation and Policy: Recommended Actions

NEW REGULATIONS FOR POTENTIAL ADOPTION
~ Adopt a cluster subdivision bylaw including both substantial
flexibility in dimensional standards, and stringent requirements
regarding the natural value and conservation restriction of  resulting
open space. As an incentive for this form of  development, consider
exempting proposed cluster subdivisions that meet the required
performance standards from the existing Rate of  Development
Bylaw (Sec. 5.100).

~ Adopt an archaeological resource preservation bylaw applicable
through overlay zoning to land identified as having potential
archaeological resources. A stand alone bylaw would ensure greater
attention to archaeological resource protection than the existing
provision in Sec. 10.120 of  the zoning bylaws, which calls for an
archaeological assessment as one aspect of  a very broadly scoped
impact statement. For permitted development, ensure archaeological
excavation early in site development process with immediate stop
work order upon identification of  significant archaeological
resources. Designation of  an overlay district with defensible
boundaries will require retaining a specialist with relevant experience
identifying sites that have a reasonable probability of  including
Native American archaeological resources. The Town should explore
this concept further with the Massachusetts Historical Commission.

OTHER POLICIES TO SUPPORT HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
~ A Local Option Property Tax Assessment was reviewed as one
potential local policy to advance historical preservation. According to
the MHC publication Preservation through Bylaws and Ordinances, the
state Legislature in 1996 “passed legislation which allows... towns to
adopt a... bylaw known as the Local Option Property Tax Assess-
ment” in order to “provide a tax savings to historic property
homeowners that rehabilitate their property according to appropriate
historic standards” (pg. 41). The MHC document indicates that
Bedford, Chelmsford, Foxborough, Ludlow and Wellfleet have all
taken advantage of  this program. However, additional research
suggests that the statute, in its current form, does not provide a
practical benefit. Therefore this policy is not recommended in
Hanover. However, the Town should continue to monitor legislative
changes that may increase the practical benefit of  a local property tax
option to create an incentive for restoration of  historical buildings.

~ Beginning in January 2005 Massachusetts began offering a state
income tax credit of  up to 20% for eligible, income-producing
historic properties.  Massachusetts has placed a $10 million annual
cap on the program.  The state program is scheduled to end in
December of  2009.  Owners of  income-producing properties listed
on the National Register may also be eligible for federal tax credits to
offset the cost of  substantial rehabilitation.  It is not clear how many
properties in Hanover, if  any, may be eligible for this tax credit.
However, the Planning Department and the Historical Commission
should maintain information regarding this program in the event that
a landowner approaches Town Hall with an idea for commercial use
of  existing properties on the historical resources inventory.
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Regulation and Policy: Recommended Actions

~ The MHC publication describes a Neighborhood Conservation
District in use in the City of  Cambridge, but nowhere else in Massa-
chusetts. Preliminary research suggests that a similar approach may
make sense in developed neighborhoods with a substantial concen-
tration of  historical buildings.  The Massachusetts Historical Com-
mission is increasingly advocating for this approach as an alternative
to zoning or a state or local historic district designation.

NON-REGULATORY ACTIONS TO SUPPORT HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION
Citizens, landowners and developers often approach Town Hall
during the early stages of  site development.  As such, municipal
officials can serve as a resource to guide that future development in
positive directions.  This informal advice can supplement the Town’s
regulatory authority and have an effect on private investment.

~ Prepare pattern book of  historical building “forms.” Towns that
adopt design guidelines for new development often look to
historical development patterns and architecture as a guide. In
the event that design guidelines are considered for existing
zoning overlay districts, or for new planning initiatives in the
future, the Town would benefit from examining the design
features of  many of  the properties included in the historical
resources inventory in Appendix A.

NON-REGULATORY ACTIONS TO SUPPORT HISTORICAL PRESERVATION

~    Massachusetts Heritage Landscapes Inventory Program. The
state Department of  Conservation and Recreation (DCR) manages a
relatively new Heritage Landscape Inventory Program intended to
“identify and document those heritage landscapes of  our
Commonwealth that are vital to the history, character, and quality of
life of  our communities.” This program is described in detail in a
May 2004 DCR publication entitled Reading the Land: A Guide to
Identification and Protection. The central element of  the program is a
detailed inventory of  an identified location that is not currently
protected through a conservation restriction. The inventory includes
information regarding boundaries; overall context and character;
unifying features; arrangement of  features; natural and vegetative
features; and buildings and structures.  Participation in this program
would rely on a substantial investment of  time from local officials
and volunteers, as well as support from DCR to advance the work
beyond the preliminary phases.  The advantages and costs of  this
program should be examined in more detail within the ongoing
update of  the Hanover Open Space and Recreation Plan, and the
Comprehensive Master Plan.

~    The Planning Department, Zoning Board of  Appeals and other
permit-granting authorities, including the Board of  Selectmen’s
review of  site eligibility applications for Comprehensive Permits,
should ensure that the Historical Commission is included on
distribution list for notice of  proposed permit applications.  This
will help to ensure that potential impacts to historical and/or
archaeological resources are identified early in the review process.
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Current Status

Education is perhaps the most important tool for historical
preservation.  Because the majority of  Hanover residents are no
longer life-long residents, the educational and outreach initiatives
should be expanded beyond what is currently restricted to the third-
grade curriculum.

As part of  the third grade curriculum, all Hanover public school
students learn about the Town’s history.  This includes classroom
work as well as class field trips around town.

The Hanover Mariner currently publishes an article each month,
written by Barbara Barker, on the history of  Hanover.  These articles
can be found in the Focus on History section of  the Town of
Hanover’s website.

It is particularly important that the history of  Hanover reach the
people making important land-use and historical preservation
decisions: such as developers and private landowners.

Education and Outreach

The recommendations in this section focus on expanding the
education and outreach efforts currently underway, and include:

-- Scenic and historical roads and vistas
-- Trail maps
-- Mass mailings
-- Partnership with the Hanover Public Schools
-- Web presence
-- Publication of  tax incentives for rehabilitation
-- Preservation awards
-- Training
-- Annual Volunteer Fair
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Prioritized Preservation Actions
The accompanying spreadsheet includes sum-
mary data for each of  the recommended ac-
tions included in this plan.  For each action,
the spreadsheet identifies the timeframe for
completion, lead and supporting parties, esti-
mated budget, and potential source(s) of
funding.
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General 

Grants / Funding 14 Short-Range Ongoing x x x $20,000  $               20,000  $              -  $               - 
Workstation 15 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x x x x $1,100  $                 1,100  $              -  $               - 
Funding / Fees (Cemeteries etc.) 16 Mid-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Physical Preservation

Comprehensive Mapping of Cemeteries 40 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x x x x  $                                     10,000  Staff time  $               10,000  $              -  $               - 
Monitor Retaining Wall at Union Cemetery, Repoint if Necessary 24 Mid-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Resetting of Headstones 40 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Repair of Slate Markers 23, 34 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Cleaning Headstones 41 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Address Biological Growth 41 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Repair Broken Headstones 42 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Repointing of Tombs 23, 24 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Address Volunteer Growth 19, 28, 37 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Address Erosion at Tombs and Markers 22, 24, 32 Short-Range Ongoing x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Replace Missing Tomb Doors 23, 33 Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Repair / Repointing of Perimeter Retaining Wall Hanover Center Cemetery 34 Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Photograph Enclosures 44-45 N/A Ongoing x x x x  $25.09- $79.86 pkg of 10  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Acid-Free Boxes for Photograph Storage 44-45 Short-Range Ongoing x x x x  10+ $7.75 a piece  10+ $7.75 a piece  $              -  $               - 
Map Drawers 46 Short-Range to Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x $700  $                    700  $              -  $               - 
Lignin-Free Tubes 46 Short-Range to Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x $55/2  $                     55  $              -  $               - 
Roll-Storage Boxes 46 Short-Range to Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x  $25.00- $30.00  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Acid-Free Unbuffered Tissue 46 Short-Range to Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x  $17/100 sheets  $                     17  $              -  $               - 
Archival Rare Book Storage Boxes 47 Short-Range Ongoing x  $7.65 -$17.19 pkg of 5 

p g
of 5  $              -  $               - 

Cleaning / Preservation Work on Samplers 48 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x  N/A  N/A  $              -  $               - 
Appraisals 48 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x  N/A  N/A  $              -  $               - 
Mounting Textiles 48 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x  N/A  N/A  $              -  $               - 
Window shades on Stetson House 48 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x  $4,100 to $5,055  $4,100 to $5,055  $              -  $               - 
North River Bridge Preservation 50 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x x x x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Documentation

Inventory of Historical Buildings 52-53 Short-Range Ongoing x x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

National Historic Districts Application 54-55 Short-Range to Over Ten Years One time action / Ongoing x x  $15,000 to $20,000  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Oral Histories 57 Mid-Range One time action / Ongoing x x x  $285 to $1,640  Staff time  $                        - 
 $285 to 
$1,640  $               - 

Regulation & Policy  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Revise Village Planned Unit Development Bylaw 64 Mid-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Revise Retreat Lot Bylaw 64 Mid-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Adopt Scenic Roads Bylaw 64 Short-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Amend Demolition Delay Bylaw 65 Mid-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Revise Sign Bylaw 65 Short-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Adopt Cluster Subdivision Bylaw 66 Short-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Adopt Archaeological Resource Preservation Bylaw 66 Long-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Investigate Local Option Property Tax Assessment 66 Mid-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Tax-credit for Income-Producing Properties 66 Long-Range One time action x x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Neighborhood Conservation District 67 Long-Range One time action x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Prepare Design Pattern Book of Historical Building Forms 67 Mid-Range One time action x  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Massachusetts Heritage Landscapes Inventory Program 67 Mid-Range One time action (with updates) x x  Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Ensure Historical Commission is on Distribution List for Notice of Proposed 
Permit Applications 67 Short-Range One time action x x  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Outreach and Advocacy  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Designation of & Visibility for Scenic & Historical Roads and Vistas 69 Mid-Range One time action x x x Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Mass Mailings 70 Short-Range Ongoing x x  Bulk Rate Postage Bulk Rate Postage  $              -  $               - 
Trail Map 71 Short-Range One time action (with updates) x x x x N/A  N/A  $              -  $               - 
Build on Existing Partnership with Hanover Public Schools 72 Short-Range Ongoing x x x Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
Enhance Historical Commission Web Presence 73 Short-Range Ongoing x x x Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 

Publicize to Private Landowners Tax Incentives or Other Benefits that may Result 
from the Preservation of Historic Resources 74 Mid-Range Ongoing x x

 $165/mailing plus envelopes and 
printing Staff time  $                        - 

$165/mailin
g plus 
envelopes 
and printing  $               - 

Awards 75 Mid-Range Ongoing x  N/A  $                        -  N/A  $               - 

Training 76 Short-Range Ongoing x  $25/Conference  $25/Conference  $              -  $               - 
Annual Volunteer Fair 77 Short-Range to Mid-Range Ongoing x x x x x Staff time  $                        -  $              -  $               - 
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